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First, a simple test
⬧ Imagine that your cousin has received a positive result on a
routine disease screening test. Consider the following
information:
⬧ 0.1% of the population their age has a version of this disease
(mean survival = 6.5 years)
⬧ 99% of those people will appear positive on the test you have
been administered. (The test is very sensitive.)
⬧ 5% of those without the disease will still have a benign
condition that tests positive. Given your cousin’s positive test
result, what is the probability that they have the disease?
⬧ So Incidence = .1% of population,
False positive rate = 5%, false negative rate = 1%
⬧ What is P(your cousin has the disease)??

Typical answers
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Risk literacy in medical decision-making
How can we better represent the statistical structure of risk?
By Joachim T. Operskalski
and Aron K. Barbey

I

magine that you have received a positive result on a routine cancer screening test. Follow-up biopsies were
inconclusive, and the decision to treat
aggressively or monitor conservatively
is yours. Consider the following information: 0.1% of the population has a terminal version of this form of cancer, 99%
of those people will appear positive on the
test you have been administered, and 5%
of those without terminal cancer will still
have a benign condition that tests positive.
Given your test result, what is the probability that you have terminal cancer and
should treat it aggressively? When judging risks and trying to predict the future,
how should you decide? We need to better
understand the structure of risks and how
the human mind creates representations of
risk and probability.
In the scenario above, if your rapid impression of the information at hand supports the intuition that the probability of
terminal cancer is close to 95%, then your
line of thinking is not surprising, but you
would be wrong. The true probability is 2%,
with a complementary 98% risk of having
undergone unnecessary (and even dangerous) treatment (1). This is hard to grasp

prevent doing harm, the medical field and
society at large need to understand that
technological advances will not remove
uncertainty. By understanding the way we
think about risk, we can bring insight from
the pages of statistical textbooks into legislative sessions, hospital exam rooms, and
family discussions alike.
Contemporary research on medical decision-making originates from two traditions
in the psychological sciences. The “heuristics and biases” view claims that errors in
reasoning are an unavoidable consequence
of our mental architecture as humans. Under this view, we each possess a fast and impression-based system of decision-making,
in addition to a slower, reflective one capable of complex calculations that checks and
verifies our quick impressions (6). Errors in
reasoning may result when time pressure
or situational complexity cause the reflective system to accept as fact the incorrect
output of the impression-based system.
Thus, the primary solution to such errors
is education in statistics and awareness of
our own biases. The “ecological rationality”

problems are represented as event frequencies, even the statistical layperson can generate a response in accordance with Bayes’
theorem. For example, when a sample of
college undergraduates was asked to solve
problems on the basis of single-event probabilities, only 12% generated a Bayesian
response, whereas 56% of another sample
did so when given numbers in a natural
frequency format (8). Using probing questions and visual aids depicting frequency
information raised the accuracy to 76% and
92%, respectively.
Few believe that numerical formats automatically endow us with the ability to
mentally calculate the probability of some
event by counting observations and comparing them to our prior beliefs. Which
cognitive processes, then, account for this
remarkable facilitation of Bayesian inference under “natural” or event frequencies?
The mind embodies a natural capacity to
perform elementary set operations, such
as taking the intersection of sets (e.g., “A
and B”) and union of sets (e.g., “A or B”) (9).
Such set operations can be induced by frequency formats, which provide cues to the
set structure of the problem and therefore
facilitate Bayesian inference (9). Indeed,
the key variable that predicts accurate inference is not the statistical format of the
problem but the transparency of nested

“Impossible. No real medical test is this
accurate."
“The mind embodies a
natural capacity to perform

ded from http://science.sciencemag.org/ on May 18, 2016

Yes, chance = 99% that they are sick, because
the test catches almost everyone who is sick

This is a real issue: should men screen for
prostate cancer? Women for breast cancer?
In 2014, the U.S. Preventive Services Task
Force recommended against using prostatespecific antigen (PSA) test results in
diagnosing and treating prostate cancer
because the false positive rate and ambiguity
of prognosis meant that men with benign or
slow-growing tumors were undergoing
unnecessary and risky treatment procedures

Nested set format:

6

Pictograph format:
1000 boxes, 5% false +
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Convert to population numbers

Using big data to catch terrorists

Typical (Wrong) answer
⬧ If your neighbor is arrested in one of these raids, but
their spouse swears that he is not a terrorist, should
you believe them?
⬧ Answer 1: No, because the false positive rate is only
0.1%, which means that the probability of TIA thinks he
or she is a terrorist while he or she is not is 0.1%, which
is a very small probability event.
⬧ Answer 2: Generally I’m skeptical of invasive
government measures, and I would choose to abide by
the rule of innocent until proven guilty. In this case,
though, the false positive rate is extremely small such
that, given a baseline expectation of 5000 terrorists, a
0.1% false positive rate means that in the entire
population of the country, only 5 people should be
wrongly accused.
9

Correct answer
⬧ Using conditional probability to calculate
the probability of a terrorist:
⬧ P(terrorist) = 5,000/100,000,000 = 0.005%
⬧ P(positive estimate | terrorist ) = 80% (20% FN)
⬧ P(positive estimate | not terrorist ) = 0.1%
⬧ P(terrorist | positive estimate) =
(0.005% *80%)/[(0.005% *80%) +(80% *0.1%)
= 4.76%
⬧ The likelihood of neighbor being a terrorist is
only 4.76%. (If DHS is correct about numbers.) I
should believe their spouses.
10

Population format?
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Evaluation Measures for Classification
The Contingency Table/Confusion Matrix
TP, FP, FN, TN are absolute counts of true positives, false positives,
false negatives and true negatives

c

N - sample size
N+ = FN + TP number of positive examples
N = FP + TN number of negative examples
O+ = TP + FP number of positive predictions
O = FN + TN number of negative predictions
True outcome = + or outputs\ labeling y = +1 y = 1
⌃
+ Predf (x) = +1
TP
FP
O
icted
f (x) = 1
FN
TN
O
value
⌃
N+
N
N
Pop.
All
All
size
Gunnar Rätsch (cBio@MSKCC) Introduction to Kernels
Positive Negative@ MLSS 2012, Santa Cruz
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Evaluation Measures for Classification II
Several commonly used performance measures
Name

Computation

TP+TN
N
FP+FN
N
⌘
FN
FP
Balanced error rate
BER = 12 FN+TP
+ FP+TN
TP
FP
Weighted relative accuracy
WRACC = TP+FN
FP+TN
2⇤TP
F1 score
F1 = 2⇤TP+FP+FN
TP·TN FP·FN
Cross-correlation coefficient CC = p
(TP+FP)(TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)
TP
Sensitivity/recall
TPR = TP/N + = TP+FN
TN
Specificity = 1 - false positive rate FPR TNR = TN/N = TN+FP
FN
1-sensitivity
FNR = FN/N + = FN+TP
FP
1-specificity
FPR = FP/N = FP+TN
TP
P.p.v. / precision
PPV = TP/O + = TP+FP
FP
False discovery rate
FDR = FP/O + = FP+TP

Accuracy
Error rate (1-accuracy)

c Gunnar Rätsch (cBio@MSKCC)

Introduction to Kernels

ACC =
ERR
⇣ =

@ MLSS 2012, Santa Cruz
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Evaluation Measures for Classification III
[left] ROC Curve

[right] Precision Recall Curve

ROC
1

PPV
1

proposed method
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(Obtained by varying bias and recording TPR/FPR or PPV/TPR.)

Use bias independent scalar evaluation measure
Area under ROC Curve (auROC)
Area under Precision Recall Curve (auPRC)
c Gunnar Rätsch (cBio@MSKCC)

Introduction to Kernels

@ MLSS 2012, Santa Cruz
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Detecting fraud

“Data mining for credit card fraud: A comparative study, “ Siddhartha
Bhattacharyya , Sanjeev Jha , Kurian Tharakunnel , J. Christopher Westland,
Decision Support Systems 50 (2011) 602–613. http://www.sciencedirect.com/
science/article/pii/S0167923610001326

Why fraud matters
Fraud = “tax” on transactions
High tax —> discourage Pareto improving transactions
Credit card interest rates
= Risk-free rate (2%)
+ Default risk
+ Fraud risk
+ Monopoly rent (1.5 players)
Many companies creating own payment systems
Ability to avoid fraud = Make or break (PayPal)

CC companies rewarded for fast,
inexpensive, accurate transaction processing
Every purchase
Every refund
Every customer complaint (fraud by sellers, too)
Every customer payment
Every late customer payment
Cash flow of merchants …

Raw data = Every Transaction
Credit card ID (customer name)
What did they buy? When? How many? Price?
Merchant name, merchant city, country
Currency, Value of transaction
Transaction type e.g purchase, cash advance.
Internet or physical?
OK or Fraud? (1 week after transaction)

How predict frauds?
“Transactions that fit Pattern X are more/less likely to be
fraudulent.”
Certain stores (which?)
Products?
Countries?
Number of unit?
Internet vs physical?
Time of day?
Model: Linear classifier (e.g. Logistic) on each value of each
category.

Average over 3 months: average amount spent over the course of
1 week during the past 3 months. For this attribute, we computed
the total amount spent with a credit card during the past 90 days
prior to a transaction, and then divided it by 12 to get the average
weekly spent over three months.

44 Million detailed events
Table 2
Primary attributes in datasets.
Attribute name

Description

Posting date
Account number
Transaction type
Currency

Date when transaction was posted to the accounts
Credit Card number
Transaction types, such as cash advance and retail purchase
Short code of the currency the transaction was originally
performed in
Merchant Category Code
Flagging whether this is a foreign currency transaction
Date when the transaction was actually performed
Name of merchant
City of merchant
Country of merchant
The reference code for the transactions
Flag if this was an Internet transaction
Foreign currency amount, the amount when transaction was
made with a foreign merchant
The amount in the local currency of the country where the
card is issued

Merchant code
Foreign Txn
Transaction date
Merchant name
Merchant city
Merchant country
Acquirer reference
E-commerce
Foreign Txn Amt
Local Txn Amt

Odds(fraud) = Word equation
Odds = β0 +β1 *Amount
+ 1000s of dummy vars
(store, country, customer, ….)

+

γ1 if Costco

δ1 if UK.

γ2 if LL Bean

δ2 if Fr

γ3 if Von’s
γ4 if Whole
Foods

+

δ3 if Switz
δ4 if Greece

in electronic markets like eBay [32]. One of our derived attributes
(Number merchant type over month) computes the number of transactions with a speciﬁc merchant type over a month prior to a given
transaction with a speciﬁc credit card. Now, for a given credit card

This model captures very little!
name terrible
Description
So its performance willAttributebe
Table 1
Percentage of credit card transactions by transaction types.

+

types
γ1 Transaction
if Costco

DatasetδU1 if UK. Dataset A

γ2 Retail
if purchase
LL
Disputed
transaction
Bean
γ3 if Von’s

48.65δ2
15.58
δ3
14.15
8.85δ4
4.11
3.91
1.30
0.62
0.63
0.01
2.19
100.00

γ4

Non-directed payment
if payment
Whole
Retail
Miscellaneous
Foodsfees
Transaction code
Cash-Write-Off-Debt
Cash-Adv-Per-Fee
Check-Item
Retail-Adjust
Others
Total

+

94.67
0.00
if Switz
0.50
if
0.00
Greece 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.54
0.00
0.29
100.00

if Fr

Table 2
Primary attributes in datasets.

Posting date
Account number
Transaction type
Currency

Date when transaction was posted to the accounts
Credit Card number
Transaction types, such as cash advance and retail pu
Short code of the currency the transaction was origina
performed in
Merchant code
Merchant Category Code
Foreign Txn
Flagging whether this is a foreign currency transactio
Transaction date Date when the transaction was actually performed
Merchant name Name of merchant
Merchant city
City of merchant
Merchant country Country of merchant
Acquirer reference The reference code for the transactions
E-commerce
Flag if this was an Internet transaction
Foreign Txn Amt Foreigncurrencyamount,theamountwhentransacti
made with a foreign merchant
Local Txn Amt
The amount in the local currency of the country whe
card is issued

know the sequence of each transaction on a credit card. This is one of
the limitations of the study and we discuss this again in sections below.

transactions with a credit card in a given day could not be determined.
Hence, the derived attributes carried the same value for some of the
attributes for transactions on a given day. For example, if a credit card
has two transactions on a certain day, then without information on the
sequence of these transactions, the derived attributes will have same
value for both transactions since we do not know which of them took
place ﬁrst. Non-availability of time stamp data makes derived attributes
less precise and this is a limitation of our study. Table 3 lists the 16
derived attributes created and these are brieﬂy described below:

What else will help predict?
Suppose merchant must decide
4.3. Derived attributes

As noted in [49], the high dimensionality and heterogeneity in credit
card transactions make it impractical to use data on all transactions for a
fraud detection system. They advocate employing a transaction
aggregation strategy as a way to capture consumer spending behavior
in the recent past. In this research, we employed a similar approach and
created derived attributes from the primary attributes discussed in the
previous section. The derived attributes provide aggregations on the
transaction data. As mentioned in the above section, we have only two
numerical attributes in our dataset: foreign currency amount and local
currency amount. The other attributes were categorical. Hence, similar
to [37], we created derived attributes for each transaction in the dataset
to put each credit card transaction into the historical context of past
shopping behavior. In essence, derived attributes provide information
on card holders' buying behavior in the immediate past. For example,
the practitioner literature suggests that consumer electronics category
experience the highest fraud rate because it is easy to sell these products
in electronic markets like eBay [32]. One of our derived attributes
(Number merchant type over month) computes the number of transactions with a speciﬁc merchant type over a month prior to a given
transaction with a speciﬁc credit card. Now, for a given credit card

Txn amount over month: average spending per transaction over a
30-day period on all transactions till this transaction. We
computed the total amount spent with a credit card during the
past 30 days prior to a transaction and divided it by the number of
transactions to get the average amount spent.
Average over 3 months: average amount spent over the course of
1 week during the past 3 months. For this attribute, we computed
the total amount spent with a credit card during the past 90 days
prior to a transaction, and then divided it by 12 to get the average
weekly spent over three months.

Customer walks in and buys $300 of jewelry
Do you take their card?
Table 1
Percentage of credit card transactions by transaction types.

$300 phone?
$300 of food?
Transaction types

Dataset U

Dataset A

Retail purchase
Disputed transaction
Non-directed payment
Retail payment
Miscellaneous fees
Transaction code
Cash-Write-Off-Debt
Cash-Adv-Per-Fee
Check-Item
Retail-Adjust
Others
Total

48.65
15.58
14.15
8.85
4.11
3.91
1.30
0.62
0.63
0.01
2.19
100.00

94.67
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.54
0.00
0.29
100.00

Table 2
Primary attributes in datasets.
Attribute name

Description

Posting date
Account number
Transaction type
Currency

Date when transaction was posted to the accounts
Credit Card number
Transaction types, such as cash advance and retail purchase
Short code of the currency the transaction was originally
performed in
Merchant Category Code
Flagging whether this is a foreign currency transaction
Date when the transaction was actually performed
Name of merchant
City of merchant
Country of merchant
The reference code for the transactions
Flag if this was an Internet transaction
Foreign currency amount, the amount when transaction was
made with a foreign merchant
The amount in the local currency of the country where the
card is issued

Merchant code
Foreign Txn
Transaction date
Merchant name
Merchant city
Merchant country
Acquirer reference
E-commerce
Foreign Txn Amt
Local Txn Amt

Customer is: 21 + male; 50 + female
Local/ same country /foreigner

CC company has lots more
information!

Not just this transaction
All sales of merchant for last year
Transactions by cardholder
Cardholder’s family?

Exercise: Measures of normal +
abnormal behavior
Example:
Number same currency over month:
total number transactions with the same
currency type during the past 30 days.
Example: Amount spent on same day
How calculate using only 44 million
transactions?

Short Name

Description

Txn amount over
month
Average over 3 months

Average amount spent per transaction over a month on
all transactions up to this transaction
Average amount spent over the course of 1 week during
past 3 months
Average amount spent per day over the past 30 days

New (created) variables
Table 3
Derived attributes used in
Short Name
Txn amount over
month
Average over 3 months
Average daily over
month
Amount merchant type
over month
Number merchant type
over month
Amount merchant type
over 3 months
Amount same day
Number same day
Amount same
merchant
Number same
merchant
Amount currency type
over month

Average daily over
month
Amount merchant type Average amount per day spent over a 30 day period on all
S. Bhattacharyya et
al. month
/ Decision Support transactions
Systems 50 (2011)
602–613
over
up to this
one on the same merchant type as
this transaction
Number merchant type Total
number
of transactions
with
same merchant
during
Number
same
day:over
total
number
of transactions
o
Number
currency
type
month:
total
over month
past 30 days
models.
given
transaction.over
Forthe
attribute,
we compu
of transactions
thethis
same
Amount merchantnumber
type Average
amount spentwith
course
ofcurrency
1 week during
Description
number
of
transactions
in athis
day
with
that credit ca
over 3 months type during
the
pastthe
3 months
on same
type
as this
past
30
days.merchant
For
attribute,
transaction
Average amount spent per transaction over a month on
Amountthe
same
average
amount per day
we
computed
totalmerchant:
number
of
transactions
Amount
same
day
Total
amount
spent
on
the
same
day
up
to
this
all transactions up to this transaction
30
daycard
period
all transactions
to this one
with a transaction
credit
withona specific
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Average amount spent over the course of 1 week during
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this prior
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case,
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Number same dayduringTotal
ofdays
transactions
on the
same
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past 30as
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past 3 months
transaction
Average amount spent per day over the past 30 days
amount spent on the same merchant in the d
Amount same
Average amount per day spent over a 30 day period on all
transaction
credit
card.
transactions
upwith
to thisthat
one on
the same
merchant as this
Average amount per day spent over a 30 day merchant
period on all
transaction
Number same merchant: total number of transac
transactions up to this one on the same merchant type as
Number same
Total number of transactions with the same merchant
this transaction
same merchant during the last month. For this
merchant
during
last month
Total number of transactions with same merchant during
computed
total
number
of period
transactions
w
Amount currency type Average amountthe
per day
spent
over a 30 day
on all
past 30 days
over month
transactions
thisday
one of
on a
the
same transaction
currency type as
merchant up
in tothe
given
with th
Average amount spent over the course of 1 week
during
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daypast
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all
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this over
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th
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over
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Total number of transactions on the same day
upmonth
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transaction
transaction
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Number
Average amount per day spent over a 30 day
period same
on all country Total number of transactions in the same country during
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the
days before
this transaction
getpast
the30average
money
spent with a speciﬁc curren
transactions up to this one on the same merchant
as this
Amount merchant over Average amount spent over the course of 1 week during
transaction
month prior to a transaction.
months
the past 3 months on same merchant as this transaction
Total number of transactions with the same 3merchant
Number
currency
type over
month:
total number
Number merchant over Total
number
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with the
same merchant
during last month
months
during
3 months
Average amount per day spent over a 30 day 3
period
on all
with the
thepast
same
currency type during the past 30
transactions up to this one on the same currency type as
this transaction

attribute, we computed the total number of trans
credit card with a speciﬁc currency type during th

We built our model;
how do we solve it?
What data do we feed the model?
What is our objective function?
Maximize total accuracy
= True positive + true negative ?
To decide ML objective, look at decision’s loss function
We give credit on a fraudulent transaction
We deny credit on a valid transaction.
Which is worse? How much?

the practitioner literature suggests that consumer electronics category
experience the highest fraud rate because it is easy to sell these products
in electronic markets like eBay [32]. One of our derived attributes
(Number merchant type over month) computes the number of transactions with a speciﬁc merchant type over a month prior to a given
transaction with a speciﬁc credit card. Now, for a given credit card

Filter the original data

Table 1
Percentage of credit card transactions by transaction types.
Transaction types

Dataset U

Dataset A

Retail purchase
Disputed transaction
Non-directed payment
Retail payment
Miscellaneous fees
Transaction code
Cash-Write-Off-Debt
Cash-Adv-Per-Fee
Check-Item
Retail-Adjust
Others
Total

48.65
15.58
14.15
8.85
4.11
3.91
1.30
0.62
0.63
0.01
2.19
100.00

94.67
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4.54
0.00
0.29
100.00

we

Table 2
Primar

Attri

Posti
Acco
Tran
Curre

Merc
Forei
Tran
Merc
Merc
Merc
Acqu
E-com
Forei

Local

Size of data subsets
S. Bhattacharyya et al. / Decision Support Systems 50 (2011) 602–613

U
B
A

V
C

Dataset U: All transactions
Dataset A: Fraud Dataset
Dataset B: All transactions with Fraudulent Credit Cards
Dataset V:All transactions with transaction types where fraud occurred
Dataset C: Random sample of transactions from dataset V-B
Fig. 1. Dataset description.

49,858,600 transactions
2,420 transactions
37,280 transactions
31,671,185 transactions
340,589 transactions

Deal with imbalance problem:
Undersample the common case
or oversample the rare case.
We artificially construct different sets

on Support Systems 50 (2011) 602–613
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Table 4
Training and testing datasets.
Training data

Fraud
Legitimate
Total
Fraud rate

Test data

Dataset DF1

Dataset DF2

Dataset DF3

Dataset DF4

Dataset T

1237
6927
8164
15.2%

1237
11,306
12,543
9.9%

1237
21,676
22,913
5.4%

1237
59,082
60,319
2.1%

1183
241,112
242,295
0.5%

Results: lift curve for different
algorithms
Support
Systems 50 (2011) 602–613
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Choice of algorithm less important than:
Fig. 3. Proportion of fraud cases captures at different ﬁle depths (DF2 training data).
Feature engineering; data sampling; depth

“Type a quote here”

–Johnny Appleseed

Development = highly iterative

